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TRACK LISTING

OBOE CONCERTO IN D MAJOR  | Richard Strauss
1 i Allegro moderato 9’16
2 ii Andante 9’29
3 iii Vivace 8’17

4 CANZONETTA Op.48 posth. | Samuel Barber 7’22

5 SUMMER MUSIC Op.31 12’32

MLÁDÍ (YOUTH) JW VII/10 | Leoš Janáček
6 i Andante 3’47
7 ii Moderato 5’20
8 iii Allegro 3’52
9 iv Con moto 5’09

10 THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE  | Richard Blackford 14’44

Total playing time: 79’52
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As oboists we have a precious body of select
repertoire – often one single piece by a composer
at the height of their compositional powers. No
pressure! We don’t have the luxury of singing
several Strauss operas before embracing the
seminal Concerto. All the pieces on this disc,
each with their unique sound world, are pillars in
our repertoire and I am thrilled to be introducing
The Better Angels of Our Nature to take its place
alongside them.

I would like to thank Ann McKay and the BBC
Symphony Orchestra for their inspiring artistry,
commitment and support and Howarth of London
for commissioning The Better Angels of Our
Nature and making oboes which are a joy to play!
A special thanks to Martyn Brabbins, Alexander
Van Ingen, Adam Gatehouse, Theresa Walsh,
Teresa Checchia, Erna Gaspar, Sally Richardson
and most especially Daniel Pailthorpe and our
family for more than it is possible to say.

David Bowerman and I have shared a love of the
Strauss Oboe Concerto since we met in 2000 and
I cannot thank him and his wife Mary enough for
all they have done to make this recording
possible. I would like to dedicate this CD to
David with my deepest gratitude.

FOREWORD

When Richard Blackford and I spoke about a new oboe concerto,
I suggested he write something ‘American’ for me. On a
subsequent trip to Washington D.C, Richard was inspired by a
quotation on the Lincoln memorial from Abraham Lincoln’s
inaugural address – inspiring poetic words delivered in the face of
monumental uncertainty and discord. In fact a spirit of great
bravery underlies all the music chosen for this disc. The more I
play Strauss’s Oboe Concerto, with its Rosenkavalier-like vocal
quality, the more I am moved that this fresh, youthful and
optimistic work came from the pen of a composer not only
writing in 1945 Europe, but also at the end of his life. The
composers on this disc seem undaunted and undiminished in the
face of impending loss. And actually music gives us all courage in
the face of our mortality. 

Certainly the haunting, vocal quality of the oboe has called many
composers to reach for it for it in their most poignant music, one
of the most transcendental pieces being Barber’s Canzonetta,
which he wrote as he was dying. Barber said “I gave all my best
melodies to the oboe” and this is as true of his Summer Music,
with its cry to the Deep South, as it is of his final melody,
Canzonetta. The nostalgia-laden sound of a train which opens
Summer Music also appears in Janáček’s Mládí, as the sound he
remembered from his boyhood when he had to travel away from
his mother. I’m especially pleased to be including Mládí on this
disc because Richard Blackford has often remarked to me how
Janáček is one of his strongest influences. 

“I have loved the stars too fondly to be fearful of the night.” 
Sarah Williams



Its premiere was given in Zurich on 26th February of the following year, Marcel Saillet
being accompanied by the Tonhalle Orchestra under Volkmar Andreae. The extraordinary
demands made upon the oboist’s breath control are epitomised by the initial entry, a
phrase extending to over fifty bars in moderate tempo, with only two tiny breaks
about 2/3 of the way through. The two introductory bars consist of an apparently
insignificant little figure on the cellos, but Strauss resourcefully develops and extends
this fragment in various ways throughout the concerto. Further themes include a
melody beginning with three crotchet Cs and a more angular idea introduced by the
oboe and beginning with a rapid downward scale. A concise development section leads
to a recapitulation in which Strauss varies the original material while also including
another very long and testing phrase for the soloist. In the final bars the fidgety little
cello phrase which began the work is artfully reintroduced to prepare for its renewed
presence in the slow movement. This Andante begins with yet another extended oboe
melody and subsequently themes from the opening movement are recalled. Finally, the
soloist has a cadenza, beginning in recitative style and culminating in an upward scale
which leads straight into the Allegro finale, a lively rondo with a profusion of ideas.
Once more Strauss modifies earlier melodic material, most obviously including the
theme which originally began with three Cs. Another short cadenza leads to a coda in
a flowing 6/8. In the very limited oboe concerto repertoire – also including
outstanding examples by Mozart and Vaughan Williams – Strauss’s late work occupies a
very special place.

Samuel Barber’s Canzonetta, his final composition (1979–81), was originally intended
as the slow movement of a concerto for Harold Gomberg, principal oboe of the NYPO
for over thirty years. Suffering from depression and alcoholism, and aware that he
would not complete the projected concerto, Barber suggested the title Canzonetta for
this single movement. Following the composer’s clear indications in his short score,
Barber’s former student Charles Taylor orchestrated the work for oboe and strings. The
intimacy of the Canzonetta is characteristic of Barber, but less typical is his streatment

The pieces on this CD have a common theme of youthfulness in the face of old age, and
indeed several of them are valedictory works. Richard Strauss’s six concertante works
belong to either his early period – the violin concerto, Burleske for piano and orchestra
and 1st Horn Concerto – or to his last years – the 2nd Horn Concerto, the Oboe
Concerto and the Duet-Concertino for clarinet, bassoon and orchestra. John de Lancie,
principal oboe of the Pittsburgh Orchestra and subsequently the Philadelphia Orchestra
for thirty years, served as an American soldier stationed in Bavaria during the war. He
recalled one of his meetings with Strauss – “I asked him if, in view of the numerous
beautiful, lyric solos for oboe in almost all his works, he had ever considered writing a
concerto for the instrument. Strauss replied ‘No’, but the idea took root and he
completed his oboe concerto, one of his very last works, on 25th October, 1945. 

PROGRAMME NOTE



weeks while staying at his recently purchased cottage in his native village of Hukvaldy
in Moravia - now part of the Czech Republic. He wrote to Kamila Stösslová “While here I
have composed a kind of reminiscence of my youth.” Unusually the work includes bass
clarinet, adding to and enriching the more traditional quintet texture. The main theme
of the first movement is introduced by the oboe with a bumpy horn accompaniment – a
combination of the lyrical and the gauche not uncommon in Janáček’s music generally.
The natural speech-rhythms of his native country strongly influenced Janáček’s musical
language – in his operas especially. One aspect of this linguistic/musical relationship
was his instinctive ability to imagine a melody which would fit a given phrase.
Apparently the opening oboe melody is his setting of the phrase “Mládí, zlaté mládí!
(Youth, golden youth!). In this first, rondo-like movement the main theme predominates,
but there are contrasting episodes including a 4-bar horn solo in the manner of a brief
cadenza. The second movement, a theme and four rather free variations on a stately
theme, incorporates incongruities and even nightmarish transformations. The first
instance of grotesque humour is a descending scale-passage – initially played by the
horn and marked dolcissimo – which begins mellifluously but ends incongruously with a
kind of hiccup, which then becomes a target for mimicry. With such a simple stroke
Janáček seems to evoke the anarchic irresponsibility of youth, the perverse delight in
spoiling beauty. Although the hiccup has the last word, it is finally tamed into a gentle
cadence. In the third movement, in which the flautist at times changes to piccolo,
Janáček nostalgically evokes his youth as a chorister in Brno. Here he quotes from his
own perky little piece of 1924, March of the Blueboys – the choristers’ nickname derived
from their uniform. This opening section twice alternates with a slower passage based
on a tender melody. Janáček begins the final movement by recalling the opening melody
of the piece in slightly distorted form, and soon he thoroughly exploits a rising figure
derived from the flute part in bar 5. Subsequently the original oboe melody is quoted
literally and the second theme from the opening movement is also recalled. Episodic and
predominantly high-spirited, the finale reaffirms the joie de vivre which permeates this

of the main melody. Barber initially presents this with purely diatonic melodic line and
harmony, but subsequently intensifies and transforms it with increasing angularity and
chromaticism. Harold Gomberg gave the premiere in New York on 17th December 1981,
with Zubin Mehta conducting the NYPO.

Barber’s wind quintet Summer Music actually originated as a septet for three woodwinds,
three strings and piano, composed in response to a commission from the Detroit
Chamber Music Society in 1953. In composing this piece Barber drew upon Horizon, an
orchestral work he had written for a radio series. The opening of Summer Music – the
original septet now adapted into a wind quintet – evokes lethargy and indolence, in
spite of flourishes from the flute and clarinet. A relaxed, extended melody is introduced
by the oboe, before a tempo increase brings a new mood. Staccato replaces legato and
the nagging, almost omnipresent semitone figure is now almost banished. A further
quickening, marked “Lively, still faster”, arrives with the reintroduction of the semitone
figure on the horn, then more staccato music leading to a recall of the relaxed oboe
melody. Reminiscences of the original material alternate with new sections: “Faster” –
oboe melody, and “Joyous and flowing” – flute melody. The heightened restatement of
the “Joyous and flowing” music is accompanied by brilliant arpeggios on flute and
bassoon but, following further memories of the languorous opening, this invaluable
contribution to the wind-quintet repertoire ends with a brilliant passage and a witty
diminuendo. The premiere of Summer Music was given by the principal winds of the
Detroit Symphony on 20th March 1956.

Janáček’s infatuation with Kamila Stösslová, a married woman only half his age,
inspired a late creative outpouring. Though his love remained unrequited, he was
moved to compose most of his greatest works during his last 12 years. Among these
major compositions are several operas, two string quartets, the Glagolitic Mass, and the
orchestral works Sinfonietta and Taras Bulba. Mládí (Youth) for wind sextet also dates
from this late period. Aged nearly seventy, Janáček composed Mládí in about three



and strings for the virtuoso oboist Emily
Pailthorpe, to whom the work is dedicated.
It is divided into two continuous
movements, separated by Taps, the bugle
call which is played traditionally for
funerals or at sunset.

In the first movement the oboe’s material
is largely based on fanfare motifs, heard
distantly against sustained strings, then in
more dynamic form as part of an Allegro
molto movement. Contrasted with it is a

series of widely spaced muted string chords
based around the interval of the perfect fifth, the ‘mystic chords of memory’. The
war-like climax leads to utter stillness as Taps is sounded, and from which emerges
a gentler, lyrical oboe theme evoking compassion for victims of war and violence.
Over a murmuring string texture the oboe presents the ‘better angels’ theme, a
pianissimo, descending modal melody that expands and transforms its intervals

each time it is repeated. The violins take up the theme,
then the celli, till the whole ensemble sings it in affirmative
forte octave unison. A contrasting rising oboe phrase based
on the harmonic series leads us to a peaceful conclusion as
the ‘better angels’ theme dies away.”  (Richard Blackford
8/4/13)

g Philip Borg-Wheeler

Top photo: Recording sessions in BBC Maida Vale Studios
Centre photo: Recording sessions in Champs Hill

Bottom photo: Emily Pailthorpe and 
BBC Symphony Orchestra Chief Producer Ann McKay

irrepressible masterpiece. Mládí was premiered by Brno Conservatoire professors and
members of the local theatre orchestra on 21st October 1924 – a very unsatisfactory
performance due to mechanical faults with oboe and clarinet.

Born in 1954, Richard Blackford studied composition with John Lambert at the
Royal College of Music. His output ranges from four operas to over 200 film scores
and includes music in many genres. Among his most widely performed compositions
are three major
choral/orchestral works –
Mirror of Perfection, Voices of
Exile and Not in Our Time. 

The Better Angels of our
Nature was composed in
2013 and premiered 29th
June that year at the
University of Redlands,
California. Emily Pailthorpe
and the Redlands Symphony
were conducted by Gordon
Hunt. Blackford himself has
written this introduction,
which is prefaced with a
quote from Abraham Lincoln:

“We are not enemies, but friends. We must not be enemies. Though passion may have
strained, it must not break our bonds of affection. The mystic chords of memory will
swell when again touched, as surely they will be, by the better angels of our nature.” 

“The inspirational plea for reconciliation from Abraham Lincoln’s first inaugural
address on March 4th 1861 was my starting point for a 15-minute concerto for oboe



Emily is a founder member of the London Conchord Ensemble, which celebrated its
tenth anniversary with a performance at the BBC Proms Chamber Music Series. The
ensemble performs worldwide, with recent engagements at the Amsterdam
Concertgebouw, BBC Wigmore Lunchtime Series and Washington’s Library of Congress.
Emily is Artistic Director of the ensemble’s annual chamber music festival, the
Conchord Festival, where she has brought guests including Simon Callow, Michael
Berkeley and Roderick Williams to collaborate with the ensemble. In 2015 she
arranged a joint commission with the Charleston Literary Festival – The Rhythm of
Silence – in which Conchord and actors from Action to the Word Theatre Company,
alongside Juliet Stevenson, performed a synthesis of Benjamin Britten’s Phantasty
Quartet and Virginia Woolf’s The Waves.    

As part of the BBC’s celebrations to mark International Women’s Day 2016, Emily was
invited to perform Thea Musgrave’s Concerto for Oboe and Orchestra Helios with the
BBC Symphony Orchestra, broadcast live on BBC Radio 3. Her recordings – amongst
them English oboe concertos with the English Chamber Orchestra and chamber music
of Poulenc, Loeffler, Ravel, Dutilleux and Ravel – have received many accolades. Her
recording of the Bach Oboe d’amore Concerto became Classic FM’s CD of the month.

Emily lives in London with her husband, flautist Daniel Pailthorpe and their three
young children. 

“…a perfect technique – what she does with that tone – every colour, every
dynamic, every variety of vibrato, everything in the service of a huge musical heart
backed by a huge musical brain.” 

Journal of the International Double Reed Society

www.conchord.co.uk

With her unique vocal sound and
compelling musicianship, oboist Emily
Pailthorpe has won a large following
amongst fellow musicians and
concertgoers worldwide. Emily’s career
was launched at the age of 17 when
she became the youngest artist ever
to win the Fernand Gillet International
Oboe Competition. Playing the
Vaughan Williams concerto, she was
hailed by the judges as “the
Jacqueline du Pré of the oboe”. A
graduate of Yale University where she
read English, and the Juilliard School
of Music, where she won the concerto
competition and the prize for most
valued orchestral musician, Emily was
also a Presidential Scholar in the Arts.
Her playing has inspired many
composers to write for her, including
Paul Patterson and Richard Blackford. 

In addition to her performances as soloist and chamber musician, Emily has appeared
as guest principal oboe with many orchestras, notably the BBC Symphony Orchestra,
the London Philharmonic and the Philharmonia. She is the principal oboist of Sinfonia
Viva and in 2016 joined the teaching faculty of the Aspen Music Festival. A sought-
after session artist, Emily features on the soundtracks of many films. She can be heard
regularly on American National Public Radio, Classic FM and BBC Radio 3 and she has
featured as a guest on BBC Radio 4’s Woman’s Hour. 

EMILY PAILTHORPE oboe



Central to the Orchestra’s life are studio recordings for BBC Radio 3 at its Maida
Vale home, some of which are free for the public to attend and the BBC SO also
performs throughout the world. The vast majority of concerts are broadcast on BBC
Radio 3, streamed online and available for 30 days after broadcast via BBC iPlayer.
BBC programmes can also be downloaded onto your mobile or tablet via the BBC
iPlayer Radio app.

The BBC SO is committed to innovative education work and ongoing projects
include the BBC’s Ten Pieces, BBC SO Journey through Music scheme, which
introduces families to classical music with pre-concert workshops and discounted
tickets, and the BBC SO Family Orchestra and Chorus. 

www.bbc.co.uk/symphonyorchestra

The BBC Symphony Orchestra has played a central role at the heart of British musical
life since it was founded in 1930. It provides the backbone of the BBC Proms,
performing around a dozen concerts in the festival each year including the First and
Last Nights. It performs an annual season of concerts at the Barbican, where it is
Associate Orchestra.

The BBC SO has a strong commitment to 20th-century and contemporary music, with
recent performances including commissions and premieres from Richard Ayres, Brett
Dean, Unsuk Chin, Andrew Norman, George Benjamin and Anna Clyne.

The BBC Symphony Orchestra performs throughout the world and works regularly with its
Chief Conductor Sakari Oramo, Semyon Bychkov, who holds the Günter Wand Conducting
Chair, and Conductors Laureate Sir Andrew Davis and Jiří Bělohlávek. Brett Dean is the
Orchestra’s Artist in Association.

The BBC Symphony Orchestra regularly performs with the BBC Symphony Chorus and
together they won the 2015 Gramophone Best Choral Disc award for their recording of
Elgar’s The Dream of Gerontius.   

BBC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Sakari Oramo Chief Conductor 
Semyon Bychkov Günter Wand Conducting Chair
Jiří Bělohlávek, Sir Andrew Davis Conductors Laureate
Brett Dean Artist in Association
Paul Hughes General Manager



Richard Blackford studied at the Royal College of Music London, where he was
awarded the Tagore Gold Medal, then in Italy with Hans Werner Henze. He was
subsequently first Composer-in-Residence at Balliol College, Oxford. His music, which
includes three operas, two ballets and many works for orchestra, chorus and chamber
ensembles, has been performed and broadcast all over the world and has been
featured in the Adelaide, Cork, Montepulciano,
Brighton, Cheltenham, Long Island and Berlin
festivals, and has been recorded on Sony
Classical, Warner Classics, Decca, and Nimbus
labels. In 2000 his four-hour choral and
orchestral score for CNN/BBC Millennium won an
Emmy Award for Best Title Sequence and for
which Richard was nominated for Outstanding
Achievement in Music. In 2008 Richard was
appointed the first ever Composer in Association
with the Brno Philharmonic, who gave the world
premiere of his Violin Concerto. His three
critically acclaimed choral works Mirror Of
Perfection, Voices of Exile and Not In Our Time
were all subjects of television documentaries and
have been frequently broadcast and performed
around the world. In 2014 The Great Animal Orchestra was premiered to great acclaim
at the Cheltenham Festival and broadcast live on BBC Radio 3 before being
successfully released on Nimbus Records. 2015 saw the premiere of his BBC Singers
commission Within The Seed and the UK premiere of his oboe concerto The Better
Angels of Our Nature by Emily Pailthorpe and the BBC Symphony Orchestra. In July
2015 Richard was awarded Die Goldene Deutschland for services to music in Germany.
He is published by Novello and Nimbus Publishing.

www.blackford.co.uk

RICHARD BLACKFORD composer

British conductor Martyn Brabbins is known for his affinity with
music of the late 19th/early 20th centuries, to which he brings a
Romantic sensibility, unerring sense of pace and an extraordinary
ear for detail. He has conducted hundreds of world premieres by
leading international composers, has championed British music at
home and abroad, and has made over 120 CDs, over 50 of them for
Hyperion Records. After studying composition in London and then
conducting with Ilya Musin in Leningrad, he won first prize at the
1988 Leeds Conductors’ Competition. Since then he has become a
frequent guest with leading orchestras across the globe, and has

held a succession of titles, notably Associate Principal Conductor of the BBC Scottish
Symphony Orchestra 1994-2005, Principal Guest of the Royal Flemish Philharmonic 2009-
2015 and Chief Conductor of the Nagoya Philharmonic 2012-2016 – remaining closely
associated with all three.

He has conducted many of the world’s leading orchestras including the Royal
Concertgebouw Orchestra, London Symphony Orchestra and at La Scala, Milan, and is a
favourite of the BBC Proms, where in 2014 he shared the podium with Elder, Norrington and
Gardner conducting the BBC Symphony Orchestra at the First Night. He is also a regular
visitor to the opera houses of Amsterdam, Antwerp, Lyon and Frankfurt, and made his
Bavarian State Opera debut in 2013.

He has conducted Britten’s War Requiem in Moscow with the Russian National Orchestra,
and in Cologne with WDR Symphony Orchestra, WDR Rundfunkchor and the Berlin
Rundfunkchor. He made his Rotterdam Philharmonic debut in 2015 conducting Holst,
Strauss and Ligeti in the Amsterdam Concertgebouw.

Opera productions include the Peter Sellars production of Tchaikovsky's Iolanta and
Stravinsky’s Persephone in Lyon; Rake’s Progress in Budapest, Tristan und Isolde for Grange
Park Opera, and concert performances of Andriessen’s La Commedia with the BBC Symphony
at the Barbican and Birtwistle’s The Last Supper with the BBC Scottish Symphony.

MARTYN BRABBINS conductor



PAUL PATTERSON: PHOENIX CONCERTO
EMILY PAILTHORPE oboe
ENGLISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
BENJAMIN WALLFISCH conductor

“[Pailthorpe] plays with an exceptionally
sweet and pure tone ... As well as
Pailthorpe’s fine playing, it is good to
have the ECO in splendid form under
Benjamin Wallfisch, recorded with fine
definition and clarity.”
Gramophone
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RICHARD STRAUSS: SONGS
FELICITY LOTT soprano
GRAHAM JOHNSON piano

“[Lott's] voice and phrasing are still at
their glorious finest, and so is her
partnership with Johnson. The result is a
magical recital, naturally recorded.” 
Gramophone
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ALSO AVAILABLE...


